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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A biopsy sampler for use with high speed surgical in 

struments being a generally cylindrically shaped body 
with an annular cutting element at its forward end, the 
cross-section of which is in the shape of a spear head. 
The cylindrically shaped body is provided with a trans 
verse opening for transverse removal of the specimen 
after the specimen has been severed from the body tissue 
under examination. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 
Field of invention 

This invention relates to the field applicances used in 
operative surgery and more particularly in anatomical 
biopsy work in removing a specimen for examination 
from tissue under observation. 

Description of prior art 
It has been the practice in the past where biospy pro 

cedures are being performed to take Small segments of 
living tissue for examination from the body tissue under 
observation by using surgical scissors or knife. 
The use of such surgical instruments, although they 

can perform the necessary dissection, result in an irregu 
lar cutting wholely dependent on the skill of the surgeon. 
and may adversely affect the histology of the tissue from 
which a biopsy specimen is being severed, and can, 
depending on tissue under observation, have a definite 
traumatic effect which is not desirable in biospy proce 
dure. 
The present invention is directed to a biopsy sampler 

which operates much faster than previous surgical appli 
ances or used in such procedures and performs the sam 
pling procedure in a more delicate fashion preserving the 
histology of the tissue under examination with much 
less resultant traumatic effect. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 
The present invention realites to a biopsy sampler for 

use with high speed powered surgical instruments and 
applied in anatomical biopsies and comprises generally 
a cylindrically shaped body section closed at one end to 
receive a mounting shaft to be chucked in the Surgical 
powered instrument. The forward end of the sampler is 
provided with an annular cutting element for rotatably 
clutting into, at high speeds, layers of tissue and fascia 
to withdraw a cored sample from the tissue under obser 
vation. The cylindrical body section has transverse open 
ings therethrough to permit the lateral removal of the 
cored sample from the body section. 
The annular cutting element is triangular in cross-sec 

tion and closely resembles a spear head. Outwardly dis 
posed shoulders are formed rearwardly of the annular 
cutting edge adjacent the forward edge of the transverse 
openings to hold and support the cored sample upon its 
removal from the tissue of facia under biopsy observa 
tion. 
An important feature of the biopsy sample is that its 

annular cutting edge permits high speed operation of the 
sampler and thus less tissue histology changing since no 
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tearing of the tissue results as is the case in use of surgi 
gical scissors, even when carefully used. The adjacent co 
operative cutting blades of surgical scissors have a great 
tearing effect that cannot be avoided. Such effect is not 
present in the use of the annular cutting blade of the 
biopsy Sampler herein disclosed. 

The significant area of adoption of the biopsy sam 
pler comprising this invention has been in muscle biopsy, 
especially heart biopsy. The high speed application of 
the biopsy sampler permits a clean cutting action result 
ing in no tears or lacerations. No pressure or forceful 
cutting against the heart muscle is necessary since the 
biopsy sampler does all the cutting upon high speed ro 
tation. A sample core into the heart muscle tissue may be 
made at a depth of one centimeter with little resultant 
effect to the rest of the muscle tissue. 
The biopsy sampler has also found application in other 

fields of endeavor other than biopsy. The sampler has 
been used in the taking of cores with hair for example, 
from the back of the neck for transplanting in other areas 
of the head, such as, restoring a receding hair line. A 
clear hair root core is obtained with no tears or lacera 
tions, that would result in the case of use of a knife or 
scalpel. 
From the following it can readily be understood 

that the biopsy sampler, herein disclosed, has wide appli 
cation in cosmetic repair and biopsy sampling of delicate 
and invulnerable tissue organisms. 

Other objects and advantages appear hereinafter in 
the following description and claim. 
The accompanying drawings show for the purposes of 

exemplification, without limiting the invention thereto 
certain practical embodiments illustrating the principles 
of this invention wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the biopsy sampler 
comprising this invention. 

FIG. 2 is a longiudinal cross-sectional view taken along 
the line 2-2 of FIG. 3 of the biopsy sampler of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a forward end view of the biopsy sampler 
of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a side elevation of the biopsy sampler of 
FIG. 1. 
As shown in the figures, the biopsy sampler 1 com 

prises the cylindrically shaped body 2 closed at end 3 
to which is secured the stem 4 to be chucked and driven 
by a high speed surgical instrument, preferably a pneu 
matic operated surgical instrument permitting a wide 
range variable speed operation. 
The annular cutting element 5 is provided on the for 

ward open end of the sampler and, as shown in FIG. 2, 
has a cross-sectional appearance to a spear head or may 
be referred to as triangular shape forming outwardly dis 
posed annular shoulder 6 and the inwardly disposed shoul 
der 7. A transverse passage is provided through the body 
section 2 comprising openings 8 and 9 which are sub 
stantially opposite one another. As shown in FIG. 4, the 
openings 8 and 9 cut away part of the cylindrical shape 
of the body section 2 and form the arcuate shoulders 10 
at the forward end or lip of each of the openings 8 and 9. 

It is important to note that the annular shoulder 6 will 
have a tendency to push slightly away surrounding tissue 
as the biopsy sampler is advanced into the tissue to core 
a sample therefrom and aid in the overall removal of the 
tissue within the cored sample permitting the latter to 
fold over or spread upon the forward edge shoulders 10 
of the transverse passage. The cored tissue sample may 
be easily withdrawn from the tissue under observation 
since the cored sample is permitted to rest upon and 
against the shoulders 10. 
The annular cutting element consists of the sharp 

blade edge 11 formed by the two side surfaces 12 and 13. 
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The edge 11 is very sharp so that the annular cut made 
into the tissue will be a clean but swift and continuous 
cut rather than a jagged cut which is the natural result 
from the reciprocal motion of a knife or scalpel no matter 
what degree of skill the surgeon may possess. 
Upon withdrawal of the biopsy sampler from the tissue 

under observation with a cored sample within the body 
section 2, the cored sample or specimen may be removed 
from the chamber 14 by withdrawal through either of the 
openings 8 or 9 of the transverse passage for examination. 

I claim: 
1. A biopsy sampler for rotatably cutting into layers 

of anatomical tissue to remove a cored specimen there 
from comprising a hollow cylindrical body having a 
central specimen chamber therein and a rearwardly 
extending shaft, a pair of opposed windows extending 
longitudinally in said cylindrical body to form opposed 
arcuate openings and parallel sections to provide a trans 
verse passage therethrough and to form two forward and 
two rearward arcuate shoulders disposed in spaced radial 
planes normal to the axis of said cylindrical body, char 
acterized by an annular cutting element on the forward 
end of said cylindrical body, said cutting element having a 
cross-sectional contour of triangular configuration with 
inner and outer annular faces converging to form a for 
ward cutting edge apex, the rear edge of each of said 
faces extending outwardly from said cylindrical body 
providing inner and outer annular shoulders, said inner 
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4. 
and outer annular shoulders disposed in a radial plane 
coincident with the radial plane of said forward arcuate 
shoulders, said inner and outer annular shoulders and 
said forward arcuate shoulders to cooperatively spread 
the anatomical tissue after cutting and to grip the cored 
specimen and permit severance of the same from Sur 
rounding tissue. 
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